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1. Roll call

Soika, Hiller, Kammholz, Bauman, Sanchez, Peters and Dummer CombsPresent 7 - 

Madden, Schmidt and LylesExcused 3 - 

Ms. Sanchez as chair.

Also present:  Steven Mahan, Director, Dept. of Admin., Community Development 

Grants Administration, Assistant City Attorney Tom Gartner, and Jeff Osterman, 

Legislative Reference Bureau

2. Approval of the minutes of the June 12, 2008 meeting

Mr. Soika moved approval of the minutes, Ms. Gore seconded. There were no 

objections.

3. Appearance by Ms. Maria Prioletta with the Department of City Development to discuss 

the city's position on WHEDA's proposed 2009 Qualified Allocation Plan

Ms. Sanchez invited Mr. Maria Prioletta to come to the table and give her presentation.

Ms. Prioletta appeared and said that at the June 2, 2008 Housing Trust Fund Advisory 

Board (HTFAB) meeting, Mr. Leo Ries Executive Director of LISC appeared to explain 

and comment on the WHEDA's Proposed 2009 Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP), which 

is what brought her here today, so that she could explain to this board what the city's 

position is going to be on the Proposed 2009 QAP. 

Ms. Prioletta handed-out two documents, one called "Affordable Housing Tax Credits" 

(Exhibit 1) and the second called "Tax Credit Allocations - Qualified Allocation Plan" 

(Exhibit 2) and said this background information will be helpful in framing this 

discussion.  She said the affordable housing tax credit has been an extremely valuable 

tool in terms of the creation of affordable housing in the City of Milwaukee rental 

housing.  She referred to page one of her hand-outs and said that she started with the 

year 2003, because years prior to 2003 were pretty consistent in term of the level of 

WHEDA tax credit dollars that were coming into Milwaukee. She said that from 2003 to 
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2008 there had been a steady increase in tax credit applications and a variety of 

changes in the number of projects that received tax credit awards.

Ald. Bauman referred to Ms. Prioletta's hand-out and asked if the years listed are the 

state's fiscal years or are they calendar years?

Ms. Prioletta replied that those are calendar years. 

Mr. Prioletta continued by explaining the allocations process noted on page two of her 

hand-out. She said there are two ways that projects compete, the first is called set 

asides, where within the qualified allocation plan a pool of credits for the state is 

divided up into different set asides. She said the general set aside is a common set 

aside and any project can apply, there is a preservation set aside which is for projects 

that have federal rent assistance contracts attached to them, there is a non-profit set 

aside and a rural set aside and for the first time, starting next year there will be a 

supportive housing set aside. She said that the other way that projects compete is in 

the scoring category.  She referred board members to page two of her hand-outs that 

lists the scoring categories WHEDA is proposing for 2009. 

Ms. Prioletta said that she had talked to WHEDA and they said that the draft 2009 

Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP) will be available on its website next week. She also 

said that the WHEDA Board will have two public hearings to hear comments on the 

proposed 2009 QAP in mid August 2008, one in Madison and one in Milwaukee.  

Ms. Sanchez asked if the set asides and scoring categories proposed for 2009 on 

page two of Ms. Prioletta's hand-out is what WHEDA is proposing?

Ms. Prioletta replied in the affirmative.

Ms. Prioletta said some of the things that the Department of City Development thinks 

could be improved upon are as follows:

Ms. Proletta said there is a reduction in the preservation set aside from 2008 to 2009 

and that is something the Department of City Development (DCD) has been advocating 

for some time now.  She said DCD will advise WHEDA that the CIty is in favor of the 

reduction of the preservation set aside and will also suggest to WHEDA that there is 

the need for a more equitable way of getting the best projects in the presevation 

category though and that could be done by a further reduction in the set aside or by 

increasing the minimum threshold in that catagory.

Ms. Prioletta said that credit usage is a concern for DCD. She said there is a category 

in the QAP, where an applicant can get more points for fewer credits that are used per 

unit.  She said that it cost more in Milwaukee to construct affordable housing.  She 

further said that we should encourage developers to construct affordable housing to a 

standard that will stand the test of time.  

Ms. Prioletta said that there is a small project category in the QAP, where points are 

given for projects that are 24 units or less. She said in the 2009 proposed QAP the 

unit number is being increase by 30 but the points are being lowered for that scoring 

category. She said DCD is going to oppose that change, because the City of 

Milwaukee doesn't have acres of land available for building. 

Ms. Prioletta said that there was a recommendation by a developer at one of the  

WEHDA's advisory meeting to create a set aside for innovative projects and said DCD 
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is going to support that proposed change. 

Ms. Prioletta said that another proposed change to the 2009 QAP is that a $550,000 

cap is being put on any one application for tax credits and said DCD is oppose to that 

cap and will suggest that WHEDA lift that cap.  

Finally, Ms. Prioletta said those are all the proposed changes that the DCD will be 

weighing in on and said she would be happy to entertain and questions or thoughts.  

Ms. Sanchez said that at the last HTFAB meeting Mr. Leo Ries presented WHEDA's 

Proposed 2009 QAP and it sounded like LISC and other advocates were asking the 

City to propose few points for mixed income projects and asked Ms. Prioletta if the 

City is taking a position on that?

Ms. Prioletta replied that WHEDA is proposing a reduction of points for mixed income 

projects. She said she thinks there should be points for mixed income projects, but it 

doesn't need to be as high as it is.  She said DCD agrees with the reduction of points 

for mixed income projects.

Mr. Soika asked what is the reduction number of points for mixed income?

Ms. Prioletta replied that she thinks it is being reduced by 10 points.

Ms. Sanchez said that materials given at the last HTFAB meeting referred to concerns 

about transparencies and asked Ms. Prioletta if she has any thoughts on the current 

transparency issue?

Ms. Prioletta replied that there is a concern when one developer gets two or three 

awards.  She said the DCD is going to meet with WHEDA to discuss several issues, 

including transparency.  

Ms. Sanchez said it would be beneficial if an applicant would know going in what is 

going to count or not count on the application, as far as the scoring. 

Mr. Hillier asked if there would be an opportunity for a two step process where an 

applicant can have a chance to come back?

Ms. Prioletta replied that WHEDA said that they are looking for way to do that and the 

City will reinforce that idea.

Ms. Sanchez address the memo (Exhibit 3) she submitted that was request of her at 

the last HTFAB meeting that addresses her concerns on the proposed reduction in the 

2009 QAP points for mixed income.  

Ms. Sanchez said that she understood from the last HTFAB meeting that this board is 

being asked to send a letter to WHEDA and asked Ms. Prioletta when would be a 

good time for this board to send the letter?

Ms. Prioletta replied that the 2009 Proposed QAP was presented to the WHEDA 

Executive Committee yesterday and should be posted on WHEDA's website next 

week, so this board should wait until after next week in case something has changed.
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4. Review and approval of recommendations submitted by the Technical Review 

Subcommittee on the revisions to the application form and scoring sheet

Ms. Sanchez asked Mr. Kammholz the Chair of the HTFAB Technical Review 

Subcommittee to explain the revisions to the application and scoring sheet. 

Mr. Kammholz asked the members if they want him to explain each change or just the 

most significant ones? 

Mr. Soika said he would prefer if Mr. Kammholz just review the most significant 

changes.

Mr. Kammholz replied in the affirmative.  

Mr. Kammholz read through the following list of changes (Exhibit 4):

Changes to the Application 

1.  Changed all 2007 references to 2008 (including headers and footers) 

2.  On Page 3 of 20, Inserted the following new language "Projects not meeting the 

minimum affordability requirements are ineligible. Additional points will be assigned, on 

a sliding scale, for projects that exceed the minimum period of affordability.” 

3.  On Page 4 of 20, Replaced “Extend” with “Exceed”. 

4. On Page 5 of 20, Mr. Werra attempted to clarify the Accessibility Requirements and 

that they are currently under review by Independence First. 

5.  On Page 6 of 20, Inserted new language "Not required for Homeownership 

Category” 

6.  On Page 6 of 20, Inserted new language "The City of Milwaukee reserves the right 

to request additional information as deemed necessary by the Housing Trust Fund 

Advisory Board. 

7.  On Page 9 of 20, Inserted new language “Also, describes the partners and specific 

funding source(s) for the services to be provided.” 

8.   On Page 13 of 20, Inserted new language “Not required for Homeownership 

projects”. 

9.   On Page 13 of 20, insert new language Suggested by Staff: “If the project utilizes 

Tax Credits, have the Tax Credits been awarded? __Yes __No If Yes, attach notice of 

Tax Credit award. 

10.  On Page 15 of 20, inserted new language “Briefly summarize the project 

management plan. Identify the staff or agency responsible for ongoing project 

management and any experience specifically related to this project. (Does not apply to 

Homeownership Programs)”. 

11. On Page 16 of 20, Insert new language Suggested by Mr. Peters (e-mail) and 

revised by HTF Tech. Subcommittee on 7/09/08: “Describe the accessibility 

improvements or modifications that are in excess of what are required by the Fair 

Housing Act, Section 504, please provide an estimated cost."

Ms. Gore asked if "in excess" could be bolded?

Ms. Sanchez replied in the affirmative.

12. On Page 17 of 20, Question 5 broken into two separate questions (5 & 6). 

Mr. Hiller asked if the there is any Aldermanic or local Business Improvement Dist. 

(BID), etc. input on the project?

Ms. Sanchez replied in the negative.
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Mr. Peters said that IndependanceFirst has criticized WHEDA for asking for letters of 

support from the neighborhood and leaders during the application process and he 

doesn't support adding something like that in the application.

Mr. Hiller said that it doesn't have to be included in the application, but it should be 

part of the review process. 

13. On Page 17 of 20, replaced prior neighborhood diversity language with the 

following: “Does this project increase the diversity of housing types in the 

neighborhood?”

14. On page 17, under item #6. Inserted language, “Responses to this question should 

describe how the proposed project will provide a new type of housing choice in the 

neighborhood in which it is situated.”

15. On page 18, under question #7, Inserted examples, “(e.g. Example #1 Developers 

may have an MOU with a job training agency, agreeing to help train and/or employ the 

agency’s clients – either in the construction of the project or in the ongoing 

management and operations of the project.

Example #2 Developers may have sited their project in a specific location as a result of 

discussions with neighborhood employers that have identified the lack of suitable 

affordable housing for their employees as a concern.)

16.  On page 18 of the application, item 8, Insert additional language per Mr. Peters 

e-mail and approved HTF Tech. Subcommittee on 7/09/08, “Will this project 

proactively facilitate the movement of persons from institutions into the community? If 

so, how?" 

Changes to Attachment C - Scoring Sheet: 

1.  Agency experience with same type/similar project: Changed from five points to two 

points. 

2.  Staff experience with same type/similar project: Changed from five points to four 

points. 

3.  Management Agency Experience: Added new line with maximum four point value. 

4.  Revised Language: "Project increases diversity of housing types in the 

neighborhood". 

5.  Meets HTF Affordability Period - Value increased from zero points to one point.

6.  Subtracted 5 points from the "Affordability Period" category and the remaining 5 

points are set at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 points. Added those 5 points to the "Construction 

Financing" category and changed the 5 to 10 points, 2 to 4 points and keep zero at 

zero points. 

Mr. Kammholz finished explaining the changes and asked if there were any questions?

Mr. Peters' said that on page 5, he just realized that one could have a rental project 

that is all single family or a homeownership project that is multi-family.  He said the 

first paragraph is for multi-family and the second is for single family and he wants to try 

to avoid labeling and he is afraid that might mislead people. 

Mr. Kammholz asked Mr. Peters what he would like it change to?

Mr. Peters said that he would like the first paragraph labeled Multi-Family and in 

parentheses put three or more units and for Homeownership it should say in 

parentheses, one to three units.

Ms. Dummer Combs said that there could be Homeownership projects that are 
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multi-family.

Ms. Sanchez replied that the rule goes with the number of units not with the structure.  

Mr. Kammholz said that Mr. Peters proposed changes will be made to the application 

as a technical change.

Ms. Sanchez referred to the scoring sheet under "Management Agency Experience" 

and said that she is concerned that the applicants will not understand that what is 

being asked for and suggested it be changed to "Property Management". 

Mr. Kammholz replied that that is a good suggestion.

A motion was made by Mr. Kammholz and Ald. Bauman seconded that all the changes 

to the application and scoring sheet are approved as amended. There were no 

objections.

Meeting adjourned: 12:02 P.M.

Terry J. MacDonald

Staff Assistant
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ATTACHMENT C
Revised 7/9/08

CITY OF MILWAUKEE HOUSING TRUST FUND
Scoring Point System - Final Draft Recommendation

Max 100 Pt Scale(a)
Point Max
Range Points

Leveraged Dollars 15
   HTF dollars are less than 3% of total project cost 15
   HTF dollars account for 3 - 5% of total project cost 12
   HTF dollars account for 6 - 10% of total project cost 9
   HTF dollars account for 11 - 15% of total project cost 6
   HTF dollars are more than 15% of total project cost 3
Income Targets - Please Use Attached Chart 15
   # of units with residents up to 50% of income target 15
   # of units with residents between 51% and 70% of income target 12
   # of units with residents between 71% and 75% of income target 9
   # of units with residents between 76% and 85% of income target 6
   # of units with residents between 86% to 100% of  income target 3
Affordability Period 5
  Meets HTF Affordability Period 1
  Exceeds HTF Affordability Period by 25% 2
  Exceeds HTF Affordability Period by 50% 3
  Exceeds HTF Affordability Period by 75% 4
  Exceeds HTF Affordability Period by 100% or more 5
Use of City of Milwaukee (resident) workers (Total Project) 5
   Less Than 18% Milwaukee (resident) workers -5
  18% Milwaukee (resident) workers 1
  24% Milwaukee (resident) workers 2
  30% Milwaukee (resident) workers 3
  36% Milwaukee (resident) workers 4
  More than 36% Milwaukee (resident) workers 5
Use of City, County, or State EBE (Total Project) 5
   Less Than 18% -5
  18% EBE 1
  24% EBE 2
  30% EBE 3
  36% EBE 4
  More than 36% EBE 5
Neighborhood Diversity 5
   Project Increases diversity of housing types in the neighborhood 5
Green Building Principles 5
   Project Utilizes Green building Principles 5
Coordination with Community Institutions 5
   Project is Coordinated with Community Institutions 5
Community Integration 5
   Move persons from institutions to community 5
Family Supporting Wages (applies to entire project) 5
  Vendor/Contractor pays employees a minimum of $8.25 to $10.25 per hour 1
  Vendor/Contractor pays employees a minimum of $10.26 to $12.25 per hour 2
  Vendor/Contractor pays employees a minimum of $12.26 to $14.25 per hour 3
  Vendor/Contractor pays employees a minimum of $14.26 to $16.25 per hour 4
  Vendor/Contractor pays employees a minimum of $16.26+ per hour 5
Experience 10
   Agency experience with same type/similar project 2
   Staff experience with same type/similar project 4
   Property Management Agency Experience 4
Accessibility improvements or modifications 5
   Meets Minimum Standards 1
   Exceeds Minimum Standards 5
Service Partners (b) 5
   Provision of services on site w/out use of HTF $ 5
Construction Financing 10
   Construction Loan is Firmly Committed 10
   Construction Loan is Conditionally Committed 4
   Construction Loan is not Identified 0
Proposal Meets Community Needs (Subjective) 15
  TBD by Reviewer 0-15
Total Points 100

NOTE:  All proposals must receive at least fifty (50) points for further consideration

(a) 100 point maximum applies to projects requiring on-site services such as Shelter + Care.  Maximum points 
available for all other projects is 95. 

(b) Only applies to projects requiring on-site services such as Shelter + Care 




